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HOW IT STARTED

When Mr. Frans Lambrecht over thirty years ago saw the tremendous touristic potential of The Red Sea area, he had no idea his dream would grow into what it has become today: one of the hospitality industry’s most dynamic and successful chains. As a Belgian executive in the textile sector in the Middle East, he predicted to his three sons, Didier, Christophe and Pascal that this part of Egypt in time would develop into a new top destination; a vision that soon became reality.

With a Corporate philosophy of supporting the local community and environment, Mr. Frans Lambrecht together with his spouse, Mrs Cecile Lambrecht, encouraged the need for improved standards spanning the areas of tourist behaviour, hospitality marketing, strategic tourism management, as well as hospitality and leisure tourism.

The Three sons were given a clear assignment: “Start your own business!” They opened the very first ice-cream parlour around the Red Sea in December 1987. The success was instant. They rapidly opened a restaurant “Chez Pascal” and a Disco “Cha Cha”; both became extremely popular. The three businesses were merged into one company, referencing the three brothers and thus becoming “The Three Corners”.

In 1989, Frans and Cecile Lambrecht came up with the idea to go into the hotel business. The Three Corners Village in Hurghada started with a capacity of just 78 rooms. Today the Company operates and manages hotels and resorts accounting for more than 2000 rooms spread over 12 hotels within the Egyptian Red Sea Riviera and Budapest, Hungary.
The Three Corners Hotels & Resorts operate and manage hotels and resorts both in Budapest – Hungary and at the Red Sea Riviera – Egypt. From our partners and strategic allies, to every manager and employee at every hotel, we are committed to provide personalized, professional guest service and genuine hospitality at every point of guest contact at all our hotels. “A great hotel is the reflection of its people”: highly trained and motivated employees work together with a clear mandate namely to think and act as “One Big Family”.

Our guests experience and memories are for us the highlights of a stay at The Three Corners Hotels & Resorts. With extra innovations and new influences of today’s heartbeat, implemented in our hotels and resorts and the best quality offered according to the travel budget, we make sure our guests are having a travel experience one only wishes to repeat.

We are always trying to exceed our guest’s individual expectations with passion, detail, comfort and quality. We call it a Touch of Belgian Hospitality....
The Three Corners
Employees are committed to delivering Belgian Hospitality to all of our Guests through experiencing our core values. They are determined to deliver our Passion for Quality, in a true Family Spirit via their open-heartedness, togetherness, innovation, training, passion and meaningful relationships. This combination will enable you to relax and be your true self. Our team will know what you need without saying a single word. Whether it be relaxing in our comfy beds, getting through an important meeting, deep sea diving, discovering new cultures or feasting on new gourmet experiences, we are there for you. Belgian hospitality is an inspirational force which helps us in creating "What we believe in..."
Besides souvenirs and memories, our mission is to provide you with what we believe to be the most important values and skills, so that you can return home as a re-energised, happy and refreshed person.
EXPERIENCE THE BELGIAN HOSPITALITY

Value for money

Culinary delight

Entertainment

Innovation

Family Spirit

Friendly service

Passion for quality

Local culture
EGYPT | RED SEA RIVIERA

El Gouna | The Venice of the Red Sea

El Gouna, located 25 km north of Hurghada, is a quiet and relaxing village nestled between the majestic Red Mountains of the Eastern Desert and the pristine waters of the Red Sea. Interlaced with lagoons, built along 10 km of beachline, El Gouna welcomes visitors all year round to enjoy pleasant temperatures and unparalleled lifestyle. Their architecture is inspired by traditional Egyptian homes in the countryside and upper Egypt. Simultaneously refined and informal, it is a resort where visitors enjoy superb facilities and an endless list of opportunities for adventure and fun. Sportive, chill-out and family vacationers alike will find suitable activities between the dive and kitesurf bases, the 18-hole PGA golf course, the cable slide park, the various Spa’s and wellness centres or the amazing resorts hotels.
Situated around 200 kilometers south of Hurghada, Marsa Alam with its beautiful beaches and its virgin coral reefs has rapidly increased in popularity since the opening of its International Airport. Marsa Alam has a truly tropical feeling, with its twisted mangroves and majestic palm trees and has become one of Egypt’s secret treasures, especially among divers, snorkelers and beach loving sunseekers, looking for a new destination off the beaten track. The panoramas over the crystal water of the Red Sea, the sandy beach under the clear blue sky and the view towards the backdrop of brown mountains that surrounds the place, are beyond imagination.

Hurghada | International Center for Aquatic Sports

Hurghada was once a quiet fishing village, but over the last twenty years, it has become the leading seashore resort on the Red Sea. Holiday villages and hotels provide aquatic sport facilities for sailboarders, yachtsmen, scuba divers and snorkelers, as well as 36 km of pure beaches. **Hurghada is world renowned for some of the world’s best diving.** Within a couple of hours sailing from your hotel you can be amongst a group of islands hosting dive sites guaranteed to astound even the most experienced divers. Hurghada besides being a beach resort, is also known as a party town where life begins at night in the many clubs, providing a perfect blend of engaging daytime pursuits and vibrant nightlife.
DISCOVER THE THREE CORNERS 7 WORLDS AT THE RED SEA RIVIERA

Culinary World

A Holiday at any of The Three Corners hotels at the Red Sea Riviera guarantees you a culinary journey. From our All-inclusive system embracing **fabulous buffets, snacks, refreshment and drinks** over the A La Carte discoveries in specialty restaurants. “Chez Pascal” offers the best of Belgian cuisine, while “La Dolce Vita” will pamper you with Italian classics. Other specialty restaurants as well as our wide range of bars will satisfy the most demanding gourmet.

If you’ve never experienced the ultimate pampering then surrender to the **endless pleasures of our Wellness and Beauty Centres**. Indulge in a full menu of treatments and salon services from manicure and make-up to hair care and full massage.
Our professional animation team offers an exciting daily schedule of live entertainment, as well as a variety of recreational, sportive and relaxing activities. Seasonal live performances brought by local or international artists complete the total Entertainment experience.
The assuring philosophy behind the Trixie Kids Club is that parents and children can take separate vacations and still be together in an environment where children feel at home.

For kids and adults alike... water splashing is great fun. Tube, slide, twist, turn, flush and serpentine into the pool. You’ll want to do it over and over again.
The Three Corners Hotels & Resorts offer you the perfect business environment. We can cater to your tailor-made needs, from full-scale conferences, business and boardroom meetings to seminars, presentations, products launches and your company’s social events.

A healthy mind in a healthy body! All our resorts over a wide range of sporting activities and facilities. This activates body and soul and releases new energy. Our professional coaches are at your disposal and offer an exciting daily schedule of recreational and sporting activities.
THE RED SEA RIVIERA
A warm and friendly welcome
ABOUT THE HOTEL

To the airport 25 km

Near Downtown

Standard rooms, Connected standard rooms, Large family room, Honeymoon rooms, Rooms for disabled

Buffet restaurants: Sunny restaurant, Plaza restaurant
A la carte restaurants: Chez Pascal, Dolce Vita

Bars: Fitness Pool Bar, Lagoon Bar, Dolphin Pool Bar, Sunset Bar, Sunset Lounge, Sea Beach Bar, Peanuts Bar

+20 65 3580025
res-rihana@threecorners.com

Conference facilities

Ultimate family experience, Child friendly

GUEST REVIEW

“The hotel was amazing! The service, staff and food was all excellent. The aquapark was wonderful and for all ages. The view of the lagoon is amazing.”
Belgian Travellers
The Three Corners Rihana Resort is a **Nubian style** architectural masterpiece, aesthetically landscaped with lush gardens, built **along the banks of a lagoon**. The Resort is for singles, couples, families, and friends and especially for you. The guests can choose from 268 beautifully furnished and designed rooms. It provide the **most comprehensive holiday experience** ever: kick back and relax. The sandy, shallow lagoon beach at the hotel is perfect for swimming.

The Sea Beach for Rihana Resort, just a short bus drive away, is situated in the Mangroovy area, which is an environmentally protected area. It is a children friendly beach with shallow water. The Waterpark “AquaSplash” in Rihana Resort is located between Rihono Resort Sunset Pool and Rihana Inn.

**Rihana Resort offers the most comprehensive family holiday experience**
The art of cuisine receives the highest emphasis at the "Chez Pascal" Restaurant and at the "Dolce Vita" Restaurant. Chez Pascal offers an authentic Belgian cuisine while Dolce Vita proposes a traditional Italian and gourmet menu selection. In our All inclusive Systems everything is included: gourmet meals, snacks, drinks and our themed buffet nights.
THE THREE CORNERS
RIHANA INN ****

ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 25km
- Near Downtown
- Standard rooms, Connected standard rooms, Honeymoon rooms
- Buffet restaurants: Sunny restaurant, Plaza restaurant
  A la carte restaurants: Chez Pascal, Dolce Vita
- Bars: Fitness Pool Bar, Lagoon Bar, Dolphin Pool Bar, Sunset Bar, Sunset Lounge, Sea Beach Bar, Peanuts Bar
- +20 65 3580025
  res-rihana@threecorners.com
- Conference facilities
- Trendy and young, value for money

GUEST REVIEW

“Best service, best animation, food is really good, and the people are always happy. It’s a place to remember and a vacation never to forget.”

Dutch couple with children
The Three Corners Rihana Inn is a **magnificent extension** to the already excellent Rihana Resort with **166 tastefully designed rooms**. The buildings, with their typical domes and arches in warm sunset colours, are gathered around a large swimming pool with an annexed children's pool. Guests of The Three Corners Rihana Inn will enjoy the same variety of activities and facilities as in Rihana Resort, topped up with our dolphin pool and sunset waterpark. **The Waterpark “AquaSplash”** in Rihana Resort and Rihana Inn is waiting for you to enjoy: it consists of an impressive 3-floors high tower with no less than 4 different slides. Make more magical moments on the sea beach or wind down with some Trixie kids club activities, such as balloon games or sport. In the evening, head towards our amazing Italian restaurant Dolce Vita or maybe the kids want to try one of the buffet therned nights. Either way, pleasure and satisfaction guaranteed.
Rihana Inn compliments Rihana Resort with excellent value for money
ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 25 km
- Prime location at Marina waterfront
- Standard rooms, Connected standard rooms, Honeymoon rooms
- Buffet restaurants: Ocean & Terrace
- A la carte restaurants: DuPort Dine
- Bars: Lobby Bar, Soleil Pool Bar, Sea Beach Bar, Peanuts Bar, DuPort Bar
- +20 65 358 0350
- res-oceanview@threecorners.com

Adult only, elegant, high quality

GUEST REVIEW

“The "Adults Only" concept is fantastic. Rooms are clean and the staff is amazing, they are very friendly and helpful. The hotel privacy is unique as it has a very special location.”

British Honeymooner
Adult ambience with style
The Three Corners Ocean View Hotel is a unique adult only hotel in the Abu Tig Marina with its beautiful port and board walk, just as fancy as Saint Tropez. It offers a fresh, visionary approach to hospitality in a timeless setting with infinite possibilities. Travelling alone, as a couple, or with a group of friends, Ocean View represents the best adult only quality holidays in an exclusive, stylish and child-free environment. Enjoy the panoramic views from the balconies from one of the 162 luxury and elegant rooms. Spend endless days by the sea or at our two unique swimming pools: one overtops the Red Sea while the other pool is in the middle of the Marina with an unrivalled view. We guarantee to satisfy all your needs, whether that be a romantic meal in our Oceana Terrace Restaurant overlooking the marina or dancing the night away inside the Duport Pool Club featuring international DJ’s. Cool down with an evening pool party and relax even more during a live night show. Rediscover wellness and fitness at the Vitalis WellFit Center, a holistic approach to body, mind and soul. Embrace the elegance together!
THE THREE CORNERS
SUNNY BEACH RESORT ****

ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 12 km
- Hurghada vicinity
- Standard rooms, Superior rooms, Standard family rooms, Large family room, Honeymoon rooms
- Buffet restaurants: Soleil Buffet Restaurant, Shams Beach Restaurant
- A la carte restaurant: Dolce Vita
- Bars: Soleil Pool Bar, Sunset Pool Bar, Peanuts Bar
- +20 65 350 5710
- res-sunnybeach@threecorners.com
- Family atmosphere, beach front

GUEST REVIEW

“The resort is a good choice for families. The food varieties and quality were excellent. Staff is highly responsive. The night shows were very good. Aqua park is suitable for all ages. Surely a resort to visit again.”

German Family
Fun in the sun
The Three Corners Sunny Beach Resort is an appealing resort offering all the amenities and refinements of a modern luxury hotel. The resort boasts a large sandy beach along the Red Sea with a jetty and blue water, ideally for snorkeling and swimming. Hurghada is one of the great sunny playgrounds of Egypt, and the Three Corners Sunny Beach Resort is within less than 10 minutes away, at its very vicinity. The appealing resort is offering all the amenities and refinements of a modern luxury hotel with 303 traditionally styled, tastefully appointed and invitingly comfortable rooms, all with stunning views over flowering gardens. The highlight of the Sunny Beach Resort is its Junior Water Park which will enchant young and old. A lot of attention has been dedicated to holidays with children, offering abundant animation at the Trixie Kids Club. Enjoy a dive in the oversized swimming pool, have a drink at one of the bars or sunbath and dream away. Take part in some Zumba courses on our private beach and culminate the night by eating delicious international and local cuisine in one of our refined restaurants.
THE THREE CORNERS FAYROUZ PLAZA RESORT ****

ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 7 km
- Luxury environment
- Standard rooms, Family rooms, Family appartments, Honeymoon rooms, Junior suites, Rooms for disabled
- Buffet restaurants: Panorama Buffet Restaurant, Lagoona Beach Restaurant
- A la carte restaurants: Chez Pascal, Dolce Vita, Lagoona Beach, Marhaba
- Bars: Lobby Bar, Pool Bar, Beach Bar, Dolphine Bar, Peanuts Bar
- +20 100 009 5561
  res-fayrouzplaza@threecorners.com
- Luxury environment, personalized service

GUEST REVIEW

“...The Resort is of a high standard with good quality accommodation and well landscaped surroundings. Good range of food at the buffet meals, enough variety to avoid boredom. Beach and house reef are stunning and the dive centre and other facilities are all excellent. Will be returning for a longer stay next time.”

British traveller with friends
The Three Corners Fayrouz Plaza Beach is a luxury all-inclusive village style resort, located within the diver’s paradise of Marsa Alam and neighbouring the beautiful Port Ghalib International Marina which offers a wide variety of artisan shops, galleries along with cafes and restaurants. Seeking to embrace the sun and the sea? This 5***** property is the ideal place to enjoy the amazing views of the Red Sea, situated on an 800 meters long beachfront.

The 471 luxury rooms are spread over the large landscaped domain. All spacious rooms are equipped with modern facilities and enjoy a balcony with full or partial sea view.

The exclusive resort provides you with the most modern comforts, sports and leisure facilities that attracts couples and families with children alike which are cared for with the Trixie Kids club that organizes plenty of activities to keep the “Little Ones” busy at all times.
The professional animation team offers daytime and evening entertainment. Facing the open sea, relax on the large, romantic and unspoiled beach or swim in one of Fayrouz Plaza Beach Resort’s infinity pools, which are heated in the winter. Children can play in the kids’ pool while you unwind in the outdoor whirlpool. A short stroll takes you to the 800-meter-long beach area where you can feel as part of a movie set as you snorkel around the colourful array of life within the coral reef or swim with the majestic turtles. The Three Corners Fayrouz Plaza Beach offers as well a complete culinary world experience: from the several bars which are the ideal place to entertain and to relax over a gourmet dinner. Our A La Carte restaurants offer international cuisines prepared with the finest ingredients, especially the Marhaba Restaurant with Egyptian and Lebanese specialties is a must to try.
ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 5km
- Luxury environment
- Standard rooms, Connected standard rooms, Superior rooms, Family rooms, Large family rooms, Junior suites, Rooms for disabled
- Buffet restaurant: Main Buffet Restaurant, A la carte restaurant: Dolce Vita
- Bars: Lobby Bar, Pool Bar, Beach Bar, Aquapark Bar, Peanuts Bar
- +20 65 375 0065
- res-seabeach@threecorners.com
- Value for money, Young and dynamic

GUEST REVIEW

“The hotel is perfect. Beautiful facility; swimming pools, beach and sea. Food delicious and the staff professional. The rooms were impeccable. Clean pleasant and well equipped. Numerous attractions at the hotel are an additional advantage: quads, diving, massage, camels and many more. I recommend it to everyone.”

Belgian Couple traveller
The Three Corners Sea Beach Resort enjoys a privileged location, directly facing the open sea with a large beach front and is located within a leisurely stroll of the Blue Lagoon Beach. The Resort offers 324 tastefully decorated rooms: each room is designed with style and comfort and has its own balcony with sea or garden view.

The **family friendly** resort with its Club atmosphere has its own animation team and a full weekly program with various sports and entertainment. The waterpark of the Sea Beach Resort is perfect for both adults and children. All attractions are in shallow water and provide an ideal and safe environment for children and the opportunity to live their own adventure in this colourful water world. The **SeaWorld dive centre** is located inside the Resort and is an ideal place for those who love
diving and snorkelling. The Three Corners Sea Beach Resort is a perfect choice for an **unforgettable holiday**, not only as the ideal destination for your diving adventures, but also for water sports enthusiasts and lovers of relaxation alike. After all the water fun, relax on a sunbed while observing the world go by and enjoy plentiful the evershining Egyptian sun. Savour international and local cuisine at the daily changing themed evening diners in the main buffet restaurant, which is scattered around palms, lush bushes and flowers before embracing a comedy or musical night show. The Three Corners Sea Beach Resort puts the best of Marsa Alam at your fingertips, making your stay both relaxing and enjoyable. It offers the best flexible vacation formulas for a perfect holiday.
THE THREE CORNERS EQUINOX BEACH RESORT ****

ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 30 km
- Luxury environment
- Standard rooms, Connected standard rooms, Family rooms, Family superior, Superior rooms
- Buffet restaurant: Main Buffet Restaurant, A la carte restaurant: Dolce Vita
- Bars: Lobby Bar, Pool Bar, Panorama Bar & Eatery, Beach Bar
- +20 65 374 0002
- res-equionoxbeach@threecorners.com
- Virgin nature, relax and chill

GUEST REVIEW

“The food was very good, especially the buffet was amazing! Very relaxed atmosphere and the distance to kite surf and windsurf center was very short. The little house reef is nice for snorkeling, you can even easily see turtles in the surfing bay eating sea grass and if you are lucky you can even see a sea cow.”

Czech Traveller with Friends
Dive and swim with the endangered dugong “sea cow”
The Three Corners Equinox Beach Resort lays in one of the **most beautiful bays** of the Red Sea. It is a highly comfortable family hotel in the totally unique eco system of El Nabaa Bay, a natural enclave where lush green gardens frame a spread-out classic architecture, which combines the laid-back atmosphere with refined elegance. From a stunning entrance lane with palm trees to fragrant gardens, the large freshwater pools and the 218 well-assigned rooms, Equinox Beach Resort offers a wide range of amenities and is one of these **perfect places to escape the world**. For those who are looking for just bathing and relaxation in the sun, it’s the ideal place with its long soft beach and its large swimming pool, with a children’s swimming area, surrounded by a magnificent green landscape. There is a kids’ club and a children’s playground for younger guests. The resort is highly recommended for divers, snorkelers, wind surfers and kite surfers. Above all, this area of Marsa Alam is still one of the **top diving and snorkelling sites** of Egypt.

Equinox Beach Resort neighbors Abu Dabbab which is one of the few places in the world where you can dive and swim with the endangered **dugong “sea cow”** and as if that isn’t enough the bay is also host to giant sea turtles for whom the shallow waters serve as an invaluable nesting site. To round of your evening enjoy your dinner with a view over the swimming pool towards the Red Sea or get even a more stunning sight on top of our beach area where you will find our à la carte Dolce Vita restaurant. The restaurant offers a dramatic, openair terrace with panoramic beach, sea and mountain views that add to the enjoyment of the delicious meals. Surrounded by **virgin nature** the resort has the perfect environmental balance for you.
ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 25 km
- Luxury environment
- Standard rooms, Connected family rooms, Junior suites
- Buffet restaurant: Main Buffet Restaurant, A la carte restaurants: Dolce Vita, Chez Pascal
- Bars: Pool Bar, Beach Bar, Peanuts Bar
- +20 101 602 2600
- res-happylife@threecorners.com
- Panoramic sea view, young families

GUEST REVIEW

"Very nice hotel and area. All very clean. Big great buffet. Many different pools and many pool activities. Perfect animation team. They also make good activities for children. Nice and peaceful without any too loud music around the pools."

Italian family with kids
The Three Corners Happy Life Beach Resort is an ideal choice for a fun, relaxing family holiday. Set on a beautiful beach on the coast of the Red Sea, the resort has something to offer for everyone. The beach line extends over no less than 500 meters. The wonderful house-reef and the swimming area can easily be reached through our unique jetty that enters the sea for about 100 meters. Feel a part of the sea, as you dip your toes into the water while observing the incredible under water nature. The resort offers 4-star family accommodation with a young and friendly atmosphere. The 300 comfortable rooms overlook either the rich blue seacoast or the poolside along with the landscaped gardens. Spend time alone or with your family in one of our pools ranging from the kids plunge pool to a main pool featuring 3 fun slides and head on down
to our new Pirate theme Aquapark to splash around like Jack Sparrow. A **Lazy River** where you can relax on slowly moving water surrounds the whole poolside area. The mini club and a playground await the younger ones. Happy Life Resort aims to keep children happy and entertained during their special holiday. The Resort offers facilities for all diving lovers eager to explore the unspoiled diving sites, while fabulous snorkelling can be enjoyed at your fingertips. For those who opt for a good treat while on holiday, a highly equipped fitness and beauty centre will take care of your needs. The resort’s many dining facilities have much to offer including 3 restaurants and a coffee shop. The two à la carte restaurants, Dolce Vita and Chez Pascal, both with outdoor seating overlooking the beach, are part of our Dine Around program. The art of fine cuisine receives here the highest emphasis. Wrap up your day with a drink at one of our many bars or wonder around the scenic Port Ghalib, before heading back to enjoy one of our evening nights shows. The Three Corners Happy Life Beach Resort guarantees you an **unforgettable Red Sea Riviera holiday** with a touch of Belgian Hospitality.

**Young and friendly atmosphere**
The spice of Central Europe

Budapest offers an amazing blend of old and new. It captures the dramatic history and the flamboyant architecture that creates the charm of the city while embracing the modernisation of the Western World. The nickname “The Paris of the East” is very much justified here. The calming nature of Buda and the vibrant Pest divided by the River Danube gives you a glimpse into the multifaceted and unrivalled world here. Don’t forget the hidden gem of nature that is Margit Island, which separates the two sides. Hungarian food remains one of the most sophisticated styles of cooking in Central Europe. You can taste traditional food or a new trendy cuisine, while discovering the spices at the Great Market Hall, or take a swim in one of the many thermal hot spring spas and sample a local Palinka in the unique Ruin Bars.
The dramatic history and the flamboyant architecture makes the charm of the city.
DISCOVER OUR HOTELS IN BUDAPEST

To please even the most demanding, all our Budapest hotels offer excellent locations and diverse services and facilities. The boutique type city hotels, each with its own personality and characteristics, offer accommodation in the 3*** Superior and 4 **** category. From our “Sweet Dreams” concept with ultra-comfortable beds, fine linen and choice of pillows, to the “Wake-up-with-us” experience offering you a delightful breakfast to start your day.

“Surprise & Delight”

“Sweet Dreams”
Our “Surprise & Delight” will enhance the perfect Budapest stay, whilst enjoying the free coffee facilities, luggage services, friendly bar prices and much more. Focus on technology “Stay Connected” ensures your personal entertainment and connectivity to your friends, work and family, be it from your room or our comfy lounges.
PEARL OF DANUBE
THE THREE CORNERS
HOTEL ANNA *** SUPERIOR

ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 19 km
- Downtown Central location, Gyulai Pál utca 14.
- Comfort Room, Deluxe Room, Executive Room with sofa bed, Family Room with 2 bedrooms
- Breakfast, Honesty bar
- +36 1 610 4680
  sales-hotelanna@threecorners.hu
- Cool, trendy, hip design

GUEST REVIEW

“The room was pleasant, with comfortable beds and a clean bathroom. The breakfast buffet was good and had a lot of selections. It was close to public transportation, which is excellent in Budapest.”

Canadian Traveller
This trendy hotel with its Hip-design, resides in an elegant residential area.
The Three Corners Hotel Anna is centrally located in downtown Budapest. This trendy hotel with its Hip-design resides in an elegant residential area within walking distance of the vibrant nightlife of Pest, including its famed Ruin bars. The spacious and colourful breakfast restaurant overlooks the green courtyard, where bicycle renting or the ping-pong table are awaiting. The fancy hotel is already on the “Must-See” list of the Millennial generation or cool travellers alike, offering 44 “funky” rooms with a cool design in several colour schemes and sizes. The Zen room or comfy lounge contains an Honesty bar with all-day complimentary tea and coffee and great drink selections at honest prices. This is the place to unwind and relax after a busy day in this vibrant city.
ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 20 km
- Prime location heart of the city, Királyi Pál utca 12.
- Comfort Single room, Comfort Double room/with extra bed, Family room, Deluxe Double, Two bedroom apartment
- Breakfast, Honesty Bar
- +36 1 266 2166
  sales-hotelart@threecorners.hu
- Cozy-stylish, Contemporary design

GUEST REVIEW

“The staff is very polite, kind and customer focused. The breakfast buffet was excellent, varied and plentiful. The location of the hotel is amazing for getting around Budapest on foot and by public transport. Wifi was really good. My room was quiet and clean. Thank you for your service, dear Three Corners Hotel Art Superior.”

Italian Traveller
The Three Corners Hotel Art is an absolute downtown gem with its prime location next to the eastern bank of the river Danube, right in the historic centre of Budapest. This cosy and stylish 3*** superior hotel offers 36 recently renovated rooms and 1 family apartment in a new and contemporary style. The newly renovated rooms boost an innovative artistic design with extra luxury beds, oversized multimedia TV’s, designer furniture and lights, which include the innovative e-lock technology, enabling you to open your room with your smart phone! The cosy breakfast room awaits the guests every morning with an elaborate breakfast buffet in a pleasant elegant setting with friendly service. After a long day of sightseeing, you can wind down in the Zen room with a unique salt wall and sauna, or in our stylish gallery lounge while enjoying a drink from the honesty bar or tasting a complimentary Italian roasted coffee.
The Three Corners Hotel Art is next to the eastern bank of the river Danube, right in the historic centre of Budapest.
THE THREE CORNERS
HOTEL BRISTOL ****

ABOUT THE HOTEL

To the airport 18 km

Convenient downtown location, Kenyérmező utca 4.

Comfort Double and twin, Comfort Double room with extra bed, Comfort Triple room, Deluxe Double

Breakfast, drinkbar

+36 1 799 1100
sales-hotelbristol@threecorners.hu

Meeting rooms

Classic, Value for Money, Traditional

GUEST REVIEW

“Nice hotel! Great to be back in this hotel! Breakfast is a good mix of everything you want/need, a lot of vegetables too! The staff is always ready to help or show you whatever your question is – always with a smile!”

Irish Traveller
Behind its beautiful neo-classic facade, The Three Corners Bristol Hotel offers the demanding traveller a traditional and value for money experience. Guests can choose from 49 functional and well-appointed rooms in several categories. Its convenient location with excellent connectivity to the Eastern railway station and downtown is the ideal base for exploring the city. The elegant Swarovski crystal chandelier lobby overlooking the bright breakfast room will surely enchant the global traveller, be it for business or leisure. Two well-appointed meeting rooms with daylight are the ideal venue for your meetings or gatherings. The fitness corner, sauna or lobby bar with its wide selection of drinks and Belgian beers will help you to relax after a day of exploring the city or exhausting meetings.
The Bristol Hotel offers the demanding traveller a traditional and value for money experience.
THE THREE CORNERS LIFESTYLE HOTEL ****

ABOUT THE HOTEL

- To the airport 19 km
- Ideal downtown location, Hőgyes Endre utca 4.
- Deluxe room, Executive room, Junior suite
- Breakfast, bar
- +36 1 610 4700
  sales-lifestylehotel@threecorners.hu
- Fitness cabin, In-Room fitness, Infrared sauna
- Meeting room
- Elegant, Homely, Luxury

GUEST REVIEW

“Excellent hotel, new, quiet, large rooms, clean, close to the center and healthy amazing breakfast. Everything you wish for a city trip! Close to public transport, little restaurants, river and market. With garden terrace.”

Belgian Traveller
The Three Corners Lifestyle Hotel with its ideal downtown location in the hub of the city, appeals to the demanding traveller looking for first-class services or seeking a place with a **lifestyle soul**. The 60 elegant rooms combine luxurious modern comforts with a **home-like design**. The calming cool-blue themed deluxe executive or junior suite rooms offer oversized beds with a complimentary pillow menu, 43" smart televisions, and daylight enhanced spacious bathrooms with rain forest walk-in showers. The elegant breakfast restaurant overlooks the cosy terrace and well-kept garden. The “**Wake-up-with-us**”-breakfast experience starts with a glass of Hungarian champagne, continuing on with a wide selection of freshly baked breads, farm cheeses or hand-made local sausages, natural and organic fruits, healthy juices or one of the daily changing hot specials complimented by our Italian barista selection. Re-energise in our fitness cabin or detoxify in our sauna, before trying a Belgian beer or a glass of Hungarian wine in the lobby bar next to the **cosy fireplace**.
The elegant breakfast restaurant overlooks the cosy terrace and garden.
We care about...

About our nature, our social footprint

The Three Corners is committed to help and preserve the traditions and values of our local community and to contribute to the development of local businesses. Our respect for the environment and the sense of responsibility we cherish towards the local community are integral to our company’s identity, by recognizing that a business affects and is affected by the environment and by society.

We focus on reducing our carbon footprint, making our hotels more environmentally conscious by supporting innovation.

We promote our actions across the group and encourage all employees to reduce waste, minimize use of chemicals and detergent, reuse supplies, and recycle in the most ecological and creative way. We believe urban life is just as important as natural life and should be treasured.

All our hotels are working to meet some environmental/sustainable goals and several of our hotels in Egypt have already been awarded for their continuous drive and efforts. We are constantly focused on finding alternative end better ways to be more environment-friendly and sustainable, creating a win-win situation for everyone involved.

WE EMBRACE OUR SOCIAL FOOTPRINT BY:

- Moderate use of energy and natural resources
- Reducing waste and responsible waste collection
- Support local, sustainable businesses
- Conserving and maintaining heritage
- Preventing pollution and other environmental risks

Partner of “Green Star Hotel” Program - Egypt’s Green Certification Program in support of Sustainable Tourism
About our people, our social responsibility

The Three Corners ambition is to grow by acting for the benefits of future generations, while taking care of our guests, ensuring the preservation of our environment and supporting humanitarian and social cause. We aim to make social responsibility a part of our day to day business activities because today lays the foundation for tomorrow.

Integrity and reliability are guiding principles in our relationships together with a strong commitment to fairness and truth in our interactions with our guests, colleagues and the communities in which we operate.

Integrating our hotel operations into the life of the local community and society is highly rewarding for us and our employees. We believe that the local economic and social impact of our hotels can be managed positively and responsibly, we respect the values of our guests and the local people, as well as the cultural difference in the locations that we operate.

Diversity within the workplace is important and we absolutely value all our employees and embrace their natural diversity.

We encourage flexible working practices, focusing on the importance of a well-balanced work-life-family relation. We are a family business, and this is a fact we never lose sight of.

We strive to provide a safe working environment at all our hotels with a quality maintenance and training programs which benefits both the teams and guests.

THE THREE CORNERS IS COMMITTED TO:
- Employee volunteering in the community
- Diversity and equal opportunities
- Employee awareness on sustainable issues
- Raising funds to support the community and local charitable organizations

The Three Corners Hotels & Resorts supports the United Nations Sustainable Development GOALS
For quick information, contact us via request@threecorners.com

Visit our homepage for more information and discover our different offers

www.threecorners.com